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SUSAN’S RALLY 2014
Underwritten kindly by Central Audi Houston
Time Out:________________
Time In: _________________
ACT 1
Point 1:
Come out one by one, follow the rules and turn left after going under 2 overpasses, don’t REPRINT follow the arrows
but don’t go one way, then take a right at the “Y” when you have to stop, do so, turn South then East, when you can
Bank on it, turn left…
At Pinocchio, before not after, turn left and another left again at the second of the 7 Sisters, this is a neighborhood
never touched by the 59 widening, why? Turn right when you have to, passing a battleship_Lexington__5pts., and a
place where battleships are used____Norfolk_5 pts. Turn right at the capitol of Virginia and take a left when you get
Lucky (home of the best malts and shakes in Houston except they are closed on Sunday!) . Go three blocks and turn
right, you are at Point 1. Have one of your car go into the ultimate local museum. Find a parrot living in a box and tell
me who it is on loan from __Katie Kaim Kitchen_5 pts. (The Loaner is my other darling Sister thanks to my darling, Elsa).
This is the 4th location on this 30 acre donation to our city within a 2 block radius that we have visited over the last 21
years. Name all 4 for 5 pts apiece.
each_____Menil____________,______Twomby____________,___Byzantine______&____Rothko____________.
Point 2:
Turn right at Byzantine, when did it cease? _3/4/2012__5 pts. Follow the curve, passing through a nursing school you
didn’t know about and turn left at ADMISSIONS, you will see many donations to this school but one in particular was the
childhood home of one of Houston’s BIGGER THAN LIFE CHARACTERS! Name the house and the character! (Hint: He
invented the push up bra)__________Hughes_____________5 pts._____Howard Hughes_____5 pts.
Continue on with a tip of the hat to a former rally point with the gold dome! Name the architect__Phillip Johnson_5
pts. (If you don’t know hop out and go in, it is worth a second look) At the Lurleen Wallace’s state turn right, name the
Susan’s Rally banner location _Montrose Car Care_5 pts.
But don’t slow up traffic, no turns, you are on the RIGHT STEP if you see a Bluebird in the OAKS at a SPUR before you eat
Breakfast with the rest of the CLUB! After passing a famous Texas battleground turn in, enter a treasure that we have
circled for the last 21 years! Today you get to see what Buffalo’s did besides roam. You are at Point 2! What was
Fairfax Gray’s rank?_Captain_5 pts. Where are you?_Buffalo Soldiers Museum__5 pts.

Point 3:
Continue east passing under 3 overpasses and AFTER you pass a bicycle arrow turn left. Go past a community garden
and at the dead end, how many tin roofs in front of you do you count?___15___5 pts. Turn right. At the pollen
provider of the last 2 months and a tree we have learned to love turn left, go in and say hello to the real “ROW”. When
was this originated?_____1993___5 pts. You are at Point 3.
Point 4:
Follow your route till you pass through a light or an old watch company! Begin to use your odometer going ½ of a mile
then turn left. Continue on till a rainbow of SCOOTERS beckons you to stop, see our AUCTION SCOOTER on display. Ask
Matt what else he has donated to the Rally this year and thank him. See Ronald McNair’s new station…what is
it?_Segway Tour for 8 _5 pts. You are at Point 4.
Point 5:
Go to the capital of Texas and turn right passing the 11th president. Immediately after you pass the 1st Vice President of
Texas drop off one or more of your car for a tour of Houston’s most unique and taste available markets for ½ of your
mission, have your runners ascertain the number of baklavas types made fresh daily.__15__5 pts. As you circle the
block have your remaining rallyers find the number of present day countries that make up ancient Phoenicia?_14_5 pts.
My number is the correct number and I used 2 sources. You are at Point 5! Have your shoppers purchase any number
of beverages, snacks or maybe dinner for the evening, I DID!
Point 6:
After you pick up your runners go North. You will turn right when you pass over a railroad track and future Susan’s Rally
clue! After passing many major venues, turn right when you get LUCKY. Pass the 11th president and turn left at the 3rd
president, follow the southern route, don’t get any education, at Alexander Graham Bell’s great dream, veer right and
stay right (THINK FAST!) and turn right when you see ORANGE, The SHOW is Point 6! Thanks to our friends here (Wendy
Schroell), leave some dollars if you can, but tell me what time the clock says at the SHOW!_ 3_5 PTS.
Point 7:
Enjoy the new Orange Show Venue, tell me how many swings you count and swing if you like, I did!__3__5 pts.
Continue till you can turn right and do so again no turns till you reach the Gulf and have to go South! When you can
make a “U” do so and prepare for the INTERMISSION!
INTERMISSION
You now have time to drive to the LLOYD BENSON HIGHWAY @ WESTPARK EXIT! If you want an easy 5 pts. , tell me
what program is on our RADIO UNDERWRITER 92.1 as you pass it’s offices on Weslyan and 59 South? ______.
ACT II
Check your answer and take a mental break!

Point 8:
Proceed onto the POOR MAN’S Westpark exiting; turn right when you see 22.0. Pass a 14, how many years do you have
to wait to celebrate Quinceanera.___1___5 pts. Tip of a hat to a Susan’s Rally supporter that Displays our own Graphics,
it’s address will get you 5 points._6400 Westpark . Use your odometer and in 7/10th of a mile turn in, you are at a
SWEET spot and Point 8. Where are you?__Kegg’s___5 pts.
Point 9:
Continue westward, pass a lot of bedding and KIPP. When you see Rally flags turn in at 8702! Go in and tour a bread
company that makes bread for (how many)___140____(5 pts.) restaurants. Take a sample please and THANKS to
Slough Dough Bakery! This is point 9!
Point 10:
Don’t retrace your steps, go north turning east at 3-3-2 OX and north again when you HAVE to, and pass the capitol of
Virginia, turning left when you must CHASE it and watch closely for when you see a STOP LIGHT and a FADING
PROSPERITY meet, that means Turn Right! Pass a Woodway and what WAS the finest exclusive restaurant in Old
Houston, name it for 5 points____Vargo’s_____. This is not a TRAIN WRECK! Don’t stop just curve around passing over
a well-known bayou and turn east at a DRIVE that every city has and honors those before us! How many villages are you
passing through? __3__ 5 pts. Enjoy the wealth of Houston, when you have a choice veer left, stay with what you know!
Watch closely, pass some WOODed areas, when such an area comes up that could have Kalofer or Brussels in its name
turn left and left again on a Tyne Brook. The 60‘s home is point 10 and how many round windows did you
count.___3_____5 pts. This house is soon to be state registered! Retrace your steps to a memorial turning left, pass
over a Hunter’s Creek, when you reach a second light turn left and right at a Katy, remain on the access till you see a
CLOSET, name it______California_________5 pts. A Big thanks for their Auction support!
You have completed Susan’s Rally, congratulations! Now find your way to the Post Oak Grill at 1415 South Post Oak
Lane and our host, Polo Becerra! When you see him, please thank him for his years of support!

YOUR CAR STARRED:
1.______________________2._________________3._________________4._________________
ADDRESSES:
_______________________ ___________________ _____________________ __________________

